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Introduction

Approach

Innovation

CECARE focusses on assessment of the validation
and representativity of EarthCARE observations of
aerosol and cloud products using comprehensive
observations at the Cabauw Experimental Site for
Atmospheric Research (CESAR) in the Netherlands.

CECARE will validate EartCare L2 products by

•

The analysis on any significant anomalous
discrepancies between the ground based
observations and the corresponding EarthCARE
products will be facilitated by the CECARE-team’s
in-depth knowledge of the EarthCARE algorithms
and the ability to use the EarthCARE simulator in
order to test hypothesis related to the causes of
the observed differences (e.g. instrument
calibration issues or specific algorithm issues).
Deliverables

•

While CESAR is presently equipped to
comprehensively measure the profile and
atmospheric column, including a horizontal
scanning drizzle radar, the ‘soda straw’ view of
the atmosphere will be extended in the Ruisdael
Observatory to a 3D view by extending the
number of scanning instruments and expanding
the domain to a number of square kilometres,
including high resolution modelling.
Implementation starts now.

The proposed work in CECARE is aimed at the longterm validation of the EarthCARE L2 data products
and will look into the overall EarthCARE mission
goals through building a long-term collocated
database from the CESAR Observatory.
The unique combination of profiling, column
integrated and in-situ observations carried out at
CESAR make the dataset particularly suited for
studying the very same subjects as those underlying
the EarthCARE mission concept, i.e. study of the
Earths’ radiation balance by studying radiation,
radiative forcing (direct, indirect) and feedbacks.
While EarthCARE will be making global observations
from a polar orbit, taking snapshots of particular
location with a recurrence over the same site in the
order of several days, the detailed ground based
observations cover long time periods over a fixed
location. Therefore, the ground based and space
borne perspectives should be considered
complimentary.

1.

Comparison of EarthCARE and CESAR aerosol
and cloud profiles and radiation products using
observations from close proximity overpasses.
Observations at CESAR that are not running
continuously will be triggered by an alerting
system based on predicted EarthCARE ground
tracks.

2.

Comparison of synergistic EarthCARE products
by comparing them to similar products build up
from ground based observations at CESAR.

The work proposed in CECARE will consider the
broadest range of atmospheric conditions realistically
possible, e.g. from clear-sky up to overcast and
multi-layered clouds, including the radiation aspects.
Although direct validation of products will not be
possible under all atmospheric conditions, the added
value in this approach is that the EarthCARE
observations suffer from the same limitations as
those from the ground. Therefore, the resulting
cloud and aerosol (typing) masks, should be studied
to understand their representativity - for the
atmospheric state observed - and usability with
relation to these specific atmospheric conditions.

The aerosol, cloud and radiation measurements
made at CESAR are particularly suited for EarthCare
Cal/Val, since very similar techniques are being used
at the ground and from space. Therefore, the L2
data products can often be compared directly, and
auxiliary and redundant CESAR observations from
the ground serve to further clarify differences.
Figure 1. Location of the Cabauw site: well positioned
to measure air masses from differen origins, ranging
from clean to polluted.

at subdiurnal integration time steps implies that the
composite–internal variability is resolved. This allows
Table 1. Main CESAR instruments used for the EartCare CAL/VAL
effortsthose days for detailed “classical” singleselecting
case process study, for example, to determine which
contribute most to a significant bias in the long-term
composite. An attractive aspect of SCM simulation in
this respect is its low computational cost, which makes
the (re)generation of long-term model composites
very time efficient (compared to a GCM). This greatly
facilitates sensitivity studies, which in turn can speed
up the process of understanding model behavior at the
process level, both on short (fast physics) time scales
and on long (composite) time scales.
One aspect of the KPT infrastructure that is key
to the success of this approach is the capability to
interactively calculate and visualize the longer-term
composites while still having access to the highArnoud Apituley
frequency original simulation data. This way, the
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interface
provides
the flexibility to the user to choose
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the time scale of evaluation, depending on the problem of interest.

Figure 2. Schematic of EartCare overflying the
Ruisdael Observatory, where column, profile and 3D
observations of the atmospheric state around Cabauw
will be recorded. Observations at various scales can be
used for validation and representativity studies. (figure
from Neggers, BAMS, 2012).

http://www.cesar-observatory.nl

